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Abstract
The recent financial crisis has forced politics
to overthink regulatory structures and compliance
mechanisms for the financial industry. Faced with these
new challenges the financial industry in turn has to
reevaluate their risk assessment mechanisms. While
approaches to assess financial risks, have been widely
addressed, the compliance of the underlying business
processes is also crucial to ensure an end-to-end
traceability of the given business events. This paper
presents a novel approach to predict entry times and
other key performance indicators of such events in a
business process. A loan application process is used as a
data example to evaluate the chosen feature modellings
and algorithms.
1. Introduction
The financial crisis of 2008 has led to a dramatic
turnover in the finance industry. Regulations such as
Sarbanes-Oxley [1], Basel III [2], the Dodd-Frank Wall
Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act [3] or the
upcoming Basel IV severely transformed the way how
risks are assessed and processes are organized in finance
industry [4]. As many research concentrates on the
risk assessment from a monetary standpoint, only few
work addresses the relationship between compliance of
business processes in finance industry and the associated
risks.
For the compliance of business processes, the theory
of Business Process Management (BPM) is key to an
understanding of the temporality of business process
events and their link to respective key performance
indicators. Quite often, these are directly deduced or
at least dependent on process performance indicators
(PPI), a special kind of KPI that are modelled
together with the business process [5] and are acquired
throughout Business Activity Monitoring (BAM).
As financial risk is usually assessed by analyzing
key performance indicators, the utilization of business
activity monitoring and the prediction of the associated
PPI can be beneficial to get an early risk estimation.
The goal of this paper is to design a general approach for
the prognosis of process performance indicators (PPIs)
based on process mining technology [6, 7, 8]. In this
paper, event entry times will be analyzed as a sample PPI
in loan applications. The approach utilizes regression
algorithms to predict real-value PPI. It is applied using
several regression algorithms. The event log data from
loan application interactions with customers are used as
process instance data.
The research in this paper follows a design science
paradigm, which aims at gaining scientific insight
through the creation and evaluation of design artifacts
[9]. Following the seven guidelines defined by [10],
we develop a design artifact in form of a model
and a prototypical implementation of a prediction
system for event entry times. The knowledge base
in design science consists of foundations (development
of theories, constructs, models and frameworks) and
methodologies (formalism, measures and validation
criteria)[10]. As knowing the state of a future step
can be beneficial in controlling a business process, our
proposed approach of predicting a key performance
indicator with machine learning is a novel solution to
a relevant business problem.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2 we establish the state of the art by analyzing
the research that has already been conducted in using
key performance indicators for predictive analytics.
In Section 3 we derive the requirements for our
approach based on the previously established state of
the art. Section 4 describes our developed approach
and presents a use case that will show its feasibility and
benefit. Again following the design science paradigm
we will evaluate our artifact in Section 5 using data
from a loan application process. In the final section
we present our conclusion and give an outlook on future
research.
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2. Related Work
Existing work on compliance of processes in the
finance industry did only scarcely consider entry times
of business activity related events. In section 2.1 we
describe existing key process performance indicators
relevant for business process management, whereas
section 2.2 addresses specific compliance approaches in
the finance industry.
2.1. Key & process performance indicators
A KPI typically consists of a mathematical formula
that converts observed values in a certain time period
into a single real value, which is measured against a
target value that in turn is linked to a specific business
goal [11]. A decision maker or Business Process Engine
can then use this information to control a running
process or change the underlying process model to
influence future processes. The majority of KPIs are of a
financial nature with examples like return of investment
or sales volume. However looking at recent research in
BPM and BAM shows that KPIs also play an important
role on the operational level [5, 12], where they can be
divided in 3 categories, whether they concern time, cost
or quality [13]
• How long did it take to finish a process/ process
step?
• How much did the execution of a process/ process
step cost?
• the failure rate of a process/ process step?
Most companies however struggle with the task of
identifying their KPIs [14] let alone their underlying
PPIs.
Schwegmann et al. [15] developed a tool named
preCEP which adds predictive capabilities to an
existing business activity monitoring platform, by
facilitating complex event processing methods and key
performance indicators. Their concept is built around
an event processing network which transforms events,
based on historical and current data, into meaningful
KPIs. This is performed by a series of event processing
agents (EPA), each executing a different operation like
e.g. observing, filtering or pattern recognition, until
they are transformed into numeric or categorical metrics
which are then used to perform the actual prediction.
The analysis component of preCEP utilizes a support
vector machine for classification and regression and is
built upon an existing design component based on the
eclipse editor.
[16] propose a concept for predicting key performance
indicators in balanced scorecards, a performance
measurement system that supplements traditional
financial measures by considering different
perspectives. The proposed concept utilizes association
rules and a neural network in parallel to discover
relations between different key performance indicators
which are then used to predict future values.
2.2. Process compliance in finance industry
Business Process Compliance (BPC) follows the
notion, that a business process instance follows its
process model [17]. The process model itself often
comprises organizational and domain knowledge, as
well as regulatory requirements. In terms of finance
industry, often risks are associated with a certain task.
The approach of Sadiq et al. [16] associates risks
with process activities in terms of so-called control
objectives, which are monitored throughout process
execution. The approach of Ghose & Koliadis [18] uses
semantics to define the interlinking of those concepts
and formulates rules on how to react to such KPI
changes. The approach of Ly et al. [19] follows a
similar direction and defines the structure in rule graphs.
Becker et al. [20] combine process models and other
resource models such as data models also via graph
structures and apply pattern matching algorithms to
determine impacts for risk assessments. Newer work
by Lohmann [21] proposes a compliance by design
approach that constructs process models and the other
associated enterprise models in such a way, that no
additional expertise is needed to explicitly specify the
compliance rules, i.e. the compliance rule formulation is
part of the design of the process. However, none of the
depicted approaches directly addresses the timeliness of
business process events and their impact on over-time
assessments of the risk over time. Our evaluation of KPI
prediction hence concentrates on this aspect.
3. Requirements for PPI prediction in
business processes
As good as it is to know how a process is running at
the current time, it is more beneficial to predict how a
process will behave in the near or far future [22]. The
majority of research concerning this process prediction
focuses on predicting the result of a process or the next
step in a process (fig. 1), where there are multiple
possibilities available [23, 24, 25]. Evermann et al. [26]
transferred the applicability of neural networks from
Natural Language Processing to the domain of Next
Step Prediction in Business Processes. This use case is
especially useful for resource planning as a production
resource may be used for a different process when
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it is foreseeable that the current process will not be
needing it. Process Performance Indicators are a good
foundation for this kind of process prediction, as they
deliver a reliable picture of the current process state.
A B C
Figure 1. Predicting the next step
In contrast to these approaches we do not just want
to predict the next step but solve the following BPM
problems, we derived by extending the aforementioned
example questions:
• When will a future activity start?
• How long will a future activity take?
• How much will a future activity cost?
To answer these questions, instead of predicting what
the next step is going to be or what the overall outcome
of a process looks like, we assume that these questions
are already answered and that we need to know how the
KPIs for a future process step behave. Fig. 2 illustrates
that we do not predict step c but the relevant PPIs of step
c.
A B C
Start: 13:55:40
End: 13:58:30
Duration: 2:50 m
Cost: 0.02€
Start: 14:01:10
End: 14:02:30
End:
Duration: 1:20 m
Cost: 0.015€
Start: 14:05:00
End: 14:08:00
Duration: 3:00 m
Cost: 0.046€
Figure 2. Predicting KPI
Given these problems and what we have learned
from the above state of the art in predicting
key performance indicators we derive the following
requirements for our proposed approach.
Requirement 1 The approach should utilize historical
event data and the related key performance
indicators to create regression models for a
generic scenario. From looking at similar
approaches we can derive that it is necessary to
train a prediction model on a certain amount of
historical data from the target system.
Requirement 2 The approach should combine multiple
regression algorithms to be able to utilize the
one that best fits the current data. It also needs
to detect and select the essential features from
the given dataset. Depending on the dataset
different regression algorithms may have better
performance.
Requirement 3 It is required that the approach can
convert certain features into metric or binary
values to be able to handle non metric features,
e.g. categorical values. As the majority of the
input features is of categorical nature, there has
to be a functionality to convert them into a data
format that is usable for the regression algorithm.
Requirement 4 The approach should be independent
from any process modelling language. Given
the different complexity of processes on different
levels the utilized modeling language may vary.
As the approach of Evermann et al. [26] shows,
no process model at all may be necessary.
4. Proposed approach
Our approach revolves around the prediction of a key
performance indicator of a process event, based upon
information about the event and previous events. To
showcase our approach we have a use case from the loan
application field.
4.1. Use case
The use case we present in this paper is the filing and
subsequent handling of loan applications in a financial
institute and is provided by the BPI Challenge 2017 [27].
The process is roughly the following:
1. A customer uses a web interface to start applying
for a loan, providing the goal of the loan and the
desired amount. This action triggers an event that
has the application system as its source. After
providing the necessary information the customer
submits the application which in turn triggers
another event stating the fact that the application
has been submitted.
2. Usually the next event originates from the internal
workflow system of the financial institute and is
related to the activity of handling the loan leads,
i.e. the potential customer.
3. After the application is accepted, which is
indicated by a specific event (A Accepted), one
or multiple offers are created. Offer related events
originate from another source, called offer. (The
ability to create multiple offers for one application
was implemented because of feedback from the
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BPI challenge 2012 which featured data from the
same financial institute)
4. From here on out the process differs a lot from
application to application. In some cases there is a
lot of back and forth communication about offers
or missing documents which triggers a series of
event with the lifecycle transition suspend and
resume for the currently running activity. During
this time the application is still being validated in
the workflow system.
5. Finally either one offer is accepted, all offers are
rejected or the whole process is just canceled
4.2. Data source
The data [28] was provided in the Extensible Event
Stream (.xes) format , a XML-based format for the
interchange of event logs. It consists of 1,202,267 events
that belong to all 31,509 loan applications that were filed
in the year 2016 and handled up until February 2nd
2017. The events have the following list of attributes,
from which we chose the features in our regression
algorithms:
application id A unique identifier for theloan
application (current trace) the event belongs
to.
event id The unique identifier for the event itself.
name A standard attribute of the Extensible Event
Stream file format that is used to describe the
name of the related activity. In this case, the
name starts with a capital letter denoting the
system in which the event originated. Separated
by an underscore follows the name of the related
activity, e.g. A Create Application. The value is
therefore of categorical nature.
action This categorical attribute denotes if the related
activity was originally created, deleted, obtained
by a new user or released by a user, so another
one can obtain it.
user This attribute holds the unique identifier of the
user who triggered the event.
transition Another standard categorical attribute
of the XES format, which denotes the
lifecycle transition of the related activity.
The possible values are complete, start,
suspend,schedule,withdraw,ate abort and
resume. The transition withdrawexplains
that the resource assignment of the activity
has been revoked and ate abort stands for the
cancellation of the execution.
origin A categorical value that denotes the system
from which the event originate. There are three
different systems involved in the loan application
process: Application, Workflow and Offer. The
majority of events originate from the Workflow
system (63.94%).
timestamp The time when the event occurred. In
this dataset, the Unix timestamp is measured in
elapsed milliseconds since January 1 1970.
application type A categorical value that denotes
whether the application is for a new loan (89.24%)
or to modify the conditions of an existing loan
(10.76%), e.g. to raise the current amount or term.
loan goal A categorical value that denotes the goal the
customer wants to achieve with the loan. The
possible values are a set of predefined labels,
chosen from typical cases. With 9328 cases
(29.60%) cars are the most common reason for a
loan application, followed by home improvement
(24.33%) and existing loan takovers (17.77%).
requested amount An integer value that represents the
sum that the customer requests for the loan. The
average amount for loans was 16233e.
4.3. Overview
As mentioned before we want to predict the
timestamp of the event that will occur next or rather the
elapsed time since the first event from a trace until the
next event occurs.
telapsed(x) = tx − t0 (1)
Formula (1) shows how we calculate the elapsed
time of the next step (x) based on the first timestamp
of the trace (t0).
The reason we consider this value and not just the
difference between two events is because of the linearity
of the value. As we want to use linear regression to
predict the values we would run into issues with the
coefficients when predicting the duration of the next step
based on the duration of the current step. All following
steps were implemented in python using the well-known
pandas framework for data handling and sklearn for
preprocessing, training and evaluation.
4.4. Data preprocessing
Regression takes a vector of values as input to
predict a single value, so one of the first steps of data
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preprocessing is to prepare the given data in a way that
creates such a feature vector. Additionally we have to
create the labels, i.e. the values we want the regression
to predict. We executed the following steps to prepare
our data for linear regression.
1. The first step of preprocessing is converting the
timestamps so they represent the elapsed time
relative to the first event of the respective trace.
We do this by using the above mentioned equation
(1) for every row in the dataset. After this step
every row in our dataset has a value that depicts
the elapsed time since the first event of the trace
in milliseconds.
2. Next we add the time that elapsed until the next
event by iterating over our dataset and adding the
newly created elapsed time feature of the next
row (x + 1) to the current row (x). This feature
will later become the labels, we want to predict.
As they do not have a next event, we remove the
last event for every trace.
event elapsed_time elapsed_time_next
x 89647125 91908995
x+1 91908995 92268690
Figure 3. Elapsed time of next step in seconds
3. As regression only works with features that are
either metrical or at least dichotomous we cannot
use a number of our features directly as they are
of categorical nature. However simply encoding
them into numbers is not sufficient as they would
still not be dichotomous. To still be able to use
these features we utilize a technique called dummy
coding. Dummy coding creates multiple binary
variables to represent the categorical values of a
feature. Given k different values in a feature,
dummy coding will create k-1 new features.
Figure 1 illustrates dummy coding for the origin
feature. As we do have multiple categorical
features with up to 26 different values this results
in a total of 77 features we use for the regression.
Origin_Application Origin_Workow
1
Origin
Application
Workow
Oer
0
0
0
1
0
Figure 4. Dummy coding of origin feature
4. The last step of preprocessing is to prepare the
data for cross validation. Cross validation is a
technique were you split the dataset into a training
set, which is used to train the regression model
and a test set that can later be used to evaluate
the resulting model. This is done to minimize
overfitting, were the model only performs well
on this specific dataset, but not on independent
datasets. As we do not want to separate events
that belong to the same application we randomly
split the list of applications and use the resulting
sets to select all events that belong to either one.
We selected 80% of the values for the training set
and the rest for the test set.
This completes the data preprocessing and the resulting
datasets can be used for regression.
4.5. Regression algorithms
To receive a more robust result from our analysis we
decided to use multiple regression algorithms to find the
one that best fits our dataset. We chose the following
four regression algorithms.
4.5.1. Multiple linear regression. Linear regression
gets its name from the fact that the dependent variable
y is a linear combination of the regression coefficients
β (2). If there are multiple independent variables x it is
called multiple linear regression. During the training of
the regression model, these coefficients are calculated
and recalculated until the model best fits the training
data. Hence the coefficients are the variables of the
regression model.
yi = β01 + β1xi1 + · · ·+ βpxip + i (2)
Using linear regression with our feature set results in
the following underlying equation (3). We did not use
the attribute user as it would create too many dummy
variables and thereby too many features for some of
the algorithms. After the preprocessing we are left
with the following variables (Table 2) we can use with
the regression algorithm, where x is used to depict a
variable that references the current event and x + 1
references the next event, e.g. name(x + 1) is the
name of the next event in the sequence. The variables
for name, action, transition, origin, application type
and loan goal resulted from the dummy coding and
are therefore binary values representing the previous
categorical values:
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Feature Variables
current event x
next event x+ 1
name(x) a1, · · · , am;m = 25
action(x) b1, · · · , bn;n = 4
transition(x) c1, · · · , co; o = 6
origin(x) d1, · · · , dp; p = 2
application type e
loan goal j1, · · · , jr; r = 13
name(x+1) k1, · · · , ks; s = 24
requested amount u
elapsed time(x) l
elapsed time(x+1) y
Table 1. Variable definition
y1 = β0 + β1a1i + · · ·+ β25ami
+ β26b1i + · · ·+ β29bni
+ β30c1i + · · ·+ β35coi
+ β36d1i + β37dpi + β38ei
+ β39j1i + · · ·+ β51jri
+ β52ui + β53li
+ β54k1i + · · ·+ β77ksi + i
(3)
Simple linear regression utilizes the
ordinary-least-squares method to estimate the unknown
parameters. This method calculates the error sum of
squares (ESS) for every candidate b for every regression
coefficient β, choosing the one with the smallest sum
as the best fit. The formula given in (4) describes how
the error sum is calculated by measuring the distance
between each data point (xi, yi) and the hyperplane
(y = xT b):
S(b) =
n∑
i=1
(yi − xTi b)2 (4)
4.5.2. Ridge regression. If ordinary least squares
cannot find a regression coefficient or multiple values
for one coefficient the regression model is either
over-fitted or under-fitted. Ridge regression utilizes 2
regularization which adds a bias towards smaller values
to select the coefficients.
4.5.3. Lasso. Lasso or least absolute shrinkage and
selection operator is another regression method that
utilizes regularization to improve the selection of
coefficients. Additionally it performs feature selection
to improve the regression model. A problem with lasso
is, that it has limitations when it comes to data with high
dimensionality and not enough examples, where it only
choses at most as many variables as there are examples.
4.5.4. Elastic Net. Elastic net is a regression method
that utilizes a combination of the L1 and L2
regularization from lasso and ridge regression. It
overcomes the dimensionality limitations of lasso by
introducing an additional quadratic penalty.
To prevent single sequences of events from tainting our
results we also create extra regression models for every
pair of event type and next event type we have in our
data. Doing this allows us to identify the pairs where the
regression algorithms struggles and also gives us models
that better fit individual pairs.
5. Evaluation
In this section we perform the evaluation of our
approach based on the selected dataset from the BPI
Challenge 2017 utilizing widely accepted metrics.
5.1. Evaluation data
As mentioned earlier we utilized cross-validation
with the training and test datasets we created earlier to
improve our evaluation and strengthen the robustness of
our approach.
5.2. Metrics
5.2.1. MAE. The mean absolute error is a measure
of difference between the real measured values and the
predicted values . As the name suggests it is the average
of how far the predictions differ from the observed
values. The MAE may not be as good a metric for
prediction as e.g. the RMSE but it is easy to interpret.
MAE =
∑n
i=1 |yi − xi|
n
(5)
5.2.2. RMSE. Although the RMSE is often
interpreted in the same way as the MAE it should
not be. Because the RMSE is the square root of the
squared errors, large errors have a disproportional
influence of its value. This makes the RMSE very
sensitive to outliers.
RMSE =
√∑n
i=1(yi − xi)2
n
(6)
5.2.3. R squared. The coefficient of determination is
a number that indicates proportion of the variance in
the independent variable. In linear regression it is the
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square of the sample correlation coefficient between the
observed and predicted values.
5.3. Results
Figure 5 through 8 showcase the values predicted by
the regression model on the vertical axis and the actual
value on the horizontal axis respectively. As the values
are measured in milliseconds the scale reaches from 0 to
1.2∗1010 (roughly half a year) on the horizontal axis and
around the same value on the vertical axis. The major
difference between the horizontal and the vertical axis
is, that the vertical axis also has negative values. Those
result from prediction errors where the result can be
negative values. We decided to scale the axis including
the negative values to better highlight the differences
between the four algorithms.
Linear Ridge Lasso Elastic net
MAE 63961s 63882s 63961s 130405s
RMSE 200009s 196177s 200009s 329331s
R2 0.9596 0.9612 0.9596 0.8907
Table 2. Evaluation metrics
Table 2 displays that the ridge regression algorithm
has the best results for all three evaluation metrics
and is thereby the best fit for our dataset. There
is nearly no difference between linear regression and
Lasso regression. This could be because of the relatively
high amount of features in the dataset. ElasticNet has
the worst results, which can be traced back to the fact
that it did not converge because of the high amount of
variables.
Figure 5. Linear regression
Figure 6. Ridge regression
Figure 7. Lasso regression
The scatter plots clearly show that ridge regression is
more robust against outliers and that ElasticNets tends
to predict mostly values that are too low. It is also
noticeable that the prediction accuracy rises with higher
values.
To sum up our results, ridge regression is the best
algorithm to predict the elapsed time between the first
event and the next event. Although our prediction is off
by around 17 hours, it is still a good result considering
that the mean of all standard deviations of the target
variable y is around 37 hours and the R squared score
for ridge regression shows that the variance can be
explained through the regression model.
The above results show that it is possible to predict the
time when the next event occurs given the knowledge of
what the next event would be.
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Figure 8. ElasticNet
5.4. Discussion
The data clearly indicates, that the accuracy of
the regression is in general very high. The different
regression models do not expose significant differences
regarding the metrics, however ridge regression slightly
outperforms the other models, whereas ElasticNets
show less accurate results than the other regression
models.
Overall, the variance in the data set is quite high.
Some loan application processes have been halted
for almost a month, causing significant delays in
the underlying process instance and, from a data
perspective, constituting an outlier that heavily impacts
the model learning. The data itself contain no evidence,
why the delays occurred, but most likely external events
like a customer not responding or a back office worker
calling in sick could lead to such delays. In practice,
such external shocks cannot be entirely modelled in
the respective regressions, but must be handled in the
risk & compliance management processes of the given
company.
A weakness of this approach follows from the relatively
high amount of feature variables that result from the
necessary usage of dummy coding when working with
data that largely consists of categorical values. The
more feature variables are used, the more overfitting will
happen in the trained model.
The data prove that events in a financial business
process can be predicted with a high accuracy. This
will provide new opportunities to assess financial risks
in a workflow-oriented view and to gain actionable
insights on single transactions such as loan application
cases. In a similar manner, arbitrary key performance
indicators or process performance indicators could be
predicted, which could be directly linked to existing
risk assessment frameworks. The main challenge is to
identify such performance indicators in the first place.
6. Conclusion and outlook
This paper has shown a novel approach for
predicting start and end events of business process
activities. The use case has been evaluated in a finance
industry use case, a loan application process.
The approach itself proves feasible and robust with
high accuracy. However, the given use case example
clearly shows, that many outliers in the data exist
and hence limit the single case accuracy severely. As
this is rooted in many different external and process-
intrinsic reasons, e.g. as an extended waiting for a
customer response or vacations of the respective back
office workers, additional data should be included to
make the regression models even more accurate. This
additional data could be acquired by implementing
techniques for semantic preprocessing [29] or by adding
additional data sources like an availability calendar for
employees. Furthermore as outliers represent cases of
potential special interest, further research could be done
to investigate if the data holds information about the
causality of such cases. One could also treat outliers as
completely different cases and train additional models
for these cases.
For finance industry, the approach shown in this paper
could help to interpolate financial risks on a timeline
and hence improve the risk value assessments for a
given point in the future. This could be very valuable for
loan processes or credits of any other kind. Moreover,
the approach depicted in this paper can be transferred
to business processes in general, providing new means
for providing traceability and checking compliance of a
business process throughout its execution.
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